Abstract: Within this paper, statistical scaling laws for the radius of gyration with the residues number, the surface area with the probe radii and the backbone length with the interval of residues for a set of 60 proteins are revealed. The proteins belong to three different structural classes: alpha, beta and alpha plus beta class (20 proteins for each) according to the SCOP database classification, which takes into account the composition in the elements of their secondary structure. The shape and the surface roughness of proteins seem to be independent of the protein content in the secondary structure elements. On the contrary, the protein packing density shows a strong correlation with this composition.
INTRODUCTION
Even though the general nature of the interatomic forces involved in the building the spatial structures of proteins is already known, there is still a necessity for further research to be performed in the field in order to reveal the details of the folding processes of proteins. In this respect, the application of the concepts of fractal geometry would be useful. These concepts have been widely applied for the study of the structural and dynamical properties of proteins. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] With regards to the structure of proteins, the fractal aspects refer either to the protein surface or to its backbone length. Protein surfaces have been shown to be fractal with different fractal dimensions on the micro and macro scale. [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] The fractal properties of 5526 tertiary structures of different proteins were investigated and a mean fractal dimension of their surface of about 2.47 was obtained. 15 Protein backbones show two fractal dimensions, one corresponds to local folding and the other to global folding, suggesting that different molecular features are responsible for the two different spatial organizations. 2, 6, [12] [13] [14] 16, 17 The surface of a protein is generated from the van der Waals radii of the component atoms. The surface area of proteins has been shown to be fractal, 806 PITULICE, ISVORAN and CHIRIAC having a scaling behavior with the probe radius rolled onto it. [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] 16, 17 To determine the accessible surface (AS) of a protein, the ball-rolling model 18 may be applied. It uses a sphere of radius R, which is rolled onto the surface of the protein maintaining contact with the van der Waals surface. As a result, the following scaling law is obtained:
(1) where D S is the surface fractal dimension that can be determined from the slope of the line of the plot log AS versus log R.
To reveal the fractal aspects of protein backbone, the concept of backbone length was employed. The length (L) of the backbone is determined by connecting step by step the carbon-alpha (C  ) atoms of the protein for different sequence intervals and summing these distances:
where x i , y i and z i refer to the spatial coordinates of the i th carbon-alpha atom, j is the integer part of the ratio N/m with N the total number of amino acids in sequence and m is the interval of the residues (Fig. 1) . The scaling law is given by Eq. (3):
where D is also a non-integer value, named the backbone fractal dimension. Similarly, D may be calculated from the plot log L versus log m. Another fractal feature of the structure of a protein may be revealed through the dependence of its radius of gyration on the number of amino acids in the protein sequence. It has been demonstrated that the radius of gyration scales with the residue number for different types of proteins. 1, [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] 17 The radius of gyration, R g , is defined as the root mean squared distance of the mass constituents of a polymer from the center of its mass. It scales with the residue number (N) according to the Eq. (4):
where D f is a non-integer value that may be obtained as the slope of the line of the plot log R g versus log N. The scaling properties of the radius of gyration with the residue number have been demonstrated for globular proteins, 6 proteases and non-proteases, 10 and for O-glycosidases. 11 The above-mentioned scaling laws (Eqs. (1), (3) and (4)) have usually been used to study and describe the shape, surface roughness and packing compactness of different proteins. In the present study, an attempt was made to show if these dependences correlate with the composition in the secondary structural elements of proteins. Thus, the scaling laws for the above-mentioned properties were examined considering 60 proteins belonging to three different structural classes, as given by the SCOP database, 19 i.e., all alpha (essentially formed by -helices), all beta (dominated by -sheets) and alpha plus beta class (in which -helices and -strands are largely segregated). In order to avoid a reduction of the statistical significance of the results due to the analysis of similar sequences, sequences alignment of these proteins was performed using the Clustalw software accessible on-line. 21 The similarity in the sequences was predicted to be lower than 35 %, which is considered as satisfactory.
The radius of gyration was calculated using the on-line facilities provided by the Protein Dipole Moments Server under the Weizman Institute web page (http://bioportal.weizmann.ac.il/dipol/dipol2.html) 18 and the molecular weights were calculated using the ProtParam tool under the Swiss Prot web page. 22 The proteins backbone lengths were determined using an in-house Pascal 7.0 program. It uses the spatial coordinates of carbon-alpha atoms as they are given in Protein Data Bank in order to calculate the distances between them for different intervals of amino acids. On summing these distances, the length of the backbone is obtained for every interval, according to Eq. (2).
Finally, the molecular surface was calculated using the Getarea on-line free software 18 (http://www.pauli.utmb.edu/cgi-bin/get_a_form.tcl), for which probe radii of 1.0, 1.2, 1.4, 1.6, 1.8 and 2.0 Å were used.
RESULTS
In order to assess the manner in which the shapes of the investigated proteins from the three distinct structural classes compare with each other, the radius of gyration of each protein was computed and represented versus the residue number in a double logarithmical plot, as shown in Fig. 2 .
A linear dependence of log R g versus log N was obtained for each structural class of proteins. The global fractal dimensions obtained by fitting linearly the points according to Eq. (3) are: 1.272±0.087 for the alpha class, 1.161±0.074 for the beta class and 1.172±0.023 for the alpha plus beta class. The exponent values obtained in this study are in the same range as those previously reported 6, [9] [10] [11] 16 and indicate a structure of the proteins closer to that of an extended ideal polymer. 6 The fractal diagrams for the backbone of the studied proteins were obtained according to the algorithm presented by Dewey. 6 As an example, the fractal diagram for the bacteriophage T4 glutaredoxin (code entry 1ABA) is presented in Fig. 3 . Within this plot, two regions can be seen, as reported in the literature for many others proteins. 2, 6, [12] [13] [14] 16, 17 For each region, an automatic linear fitting was performed. The first region is clearly linear (linear correlation coefficient, R 2 , is 0.9516) and is associated with local folding of the protein. 2, 6, [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] 16, 17 The slope of this line enabled the local fractal dimension (D l ) for the protein backbone to be calculated according to Eq. (2) . The values obtained for the studied proteins are presented in Table I . The mean values are: 1.687±0.102 for the alpha class, 1.367±0.130 for the beta class and 1.506±0.119 for the alpha plus beta class. The Student t-test, implemented under the Origin 7.0 package, showed that these values are significantly different, with only a 0.05 probability that the differences may be caused by chance. The second region of the fractal diagram contains a lot of noise and the errors are high; the R 2 value for the linear fit was 0.4218 in this case. Thus, it was decided not to use this part of the graph in the analysis for accuracy reasons. As it is to be expected that the protein surface (AS) should be dependent on the molecular weight, M, of the protein, this relation is presented in Fig. 4 for the three classes of studied proteins. From Fig. 4 , it can be can observed that for the proteins belonging to alpha plus beta class, the dependence between the two parameters is linear (R 2 = = 0.8437) and the slope of the line is 0.152±0.024. With regard to the alpha and beta classes of proteins, linear fitting does not offer an accurate description as some data are scattered around the line. Even though the errors might be high, a slope 0.208±0.039 for the alpha class dependence and of 0.186±0.013 for the beta class was retrieved for comparison purposes. By analyzing unrelated proteins belonging to three distinct structural classes, consistent structural similarities regarding their shape and surface roughness were noticed. On the contrary, their packing density seems to be a unique feature of each protein class.
Shape and compactness are critical properties characterizing the folding process. On the one hand, the shape of a protein may be quantitatively interpreted by its radius of gyration. In this study, very similar values of the exponent of the scaling law log R g versus log N were obtained for each studied class of proteins (see Fig. 2 ). On the other hand, the calculated surface fractal dimension (D S ), which measures the surface roughness of a protein, does not differ significantly from one class to another (see Table I ). These results suggest a weak dependence of the global folding of these proteins on their composition in the elements of the secondary structure. The rationale of this observation might be that even hard proteins from the same structural class share a similar secondary structure packing, the arrangement of these secondary structural units along the polypeptide chain is different. Moreover, the proteins shape and surface roughness are not dependent on their secondary structure composition. For EF-hand calcium binding proteins, which have the same secondary structure arrangements, the shape and surface roughness are significantly different for those adopting dissimilar spatial conformations: extended and compact, respectively. 17 This indicates that there are other factors responsible for the global folding of a protein, in addition to the composition of the secondary assembly, such as electrostatic and/or hydrophobic interactions. This may bring arguments for the fact that some mutations, which alter the secondary arrangement, do not have important consequences on the function of the protein.
With reference to the protein compactness, its analysis was performed using the local fractal dimension of the backbone of the proteins and the surface area per residue. These parameters should be regarded on a local and global level. The obtained data for the average local fractal dimension of the proteins backbone indicate the highest local packing density for the alpha class and the lowest for beta class of proteins. This result is not unexpected because a beta-strand is the local conformation in which the backbone is extended as much as possible. Also, lattice model studies indicated that compactness could induce polymer chains to develop protein-like secondary structures and lead to a considerable stabilization of them. 22 On the global level, the values of the average surface area per residue show that the highest packing density corresponds to the alpha plus beta class and the lowest to the alpha class. This information is corroborated by the slope of the line AS = f(M) for alpha plus beta class, the value of which is lower than those corresponding to the other two classes of proteins (see Fig. 4 ). Thus, the packing compactness seems to be in strong correlation with the composition of the se-condary structure of the proteins. A similar result was obtained for proteases and non-proteases, which showed the same surface fractal dimensions (2.17) but with clearly different packing densities due to their distinct composition in the elements of their secondary structures. 10 
CONCLUSIONS
In summary, this study supports the fact that statistical scaling laws may be employed in describing structural features of proteins on both the local and global levels. Moreover, it suggests that the protein shape and surface roughness do not depend on the composition of the secondary structure elements but the packing density strongly depends on it. This is thus an appropriate tool to distinguish proteins possessing distinct secondary structures. У овом раду су приказане статистичке размерне законитости за везу средњег полупреч-ника са бројем остатака, површине и пробних полупречника и дужине протеинског ланца са интервалом остатака за 60 протеина. Ови протеини припадају трима различитим структур-ним класама: алфа, beta, и алфа плус beta класи (по 20 протеина од сваке класе) према SCOP класификационој бази података, која узима у обзир састав елемената њихове секун-дарне структуре. Облик и површинска храпавост протеина изгледа да не зависи од састава протеинских секундарних структурних елемената. С друге стране, густина паковања про-теина показује изразиту зависност од овог састава. 
